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Abstract 
We obtain a bound on the expected error rate of the fuzzy ARTlviAP neural network 
employed as a classifier. This bound is based on lcavC··onc-out estimation of the classification 
error, and is analogous to a bound on the expected error rate for support vector machines. 
Index Terms~error bound, classification, fuzzy ARTfdAP, support vector machines, leave-
one-out. 
1 Introduction 
The fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM) neural network [1], when used as a classifier, learns from training 
data to delineate boundaries between regions of the input space which belong to different classes. 
It does so without first computing probability density functions for the different classes. In this 
regard it is unlike classifiers such as, e.g., kernel classifiers [2L and more like support vector 
machines (SVM) [3]. That is, FAM follows the "general commonsense principle: Do not attempt 
to solve a specified pmblem by indirn:tly solving a harder general pmblem as an intermediate step 
[4V' FAM bears another similarity to SVIVI, in that the decision boundaries v;,rhich it forms are, 
typically, independent of all but a fraction of the vectors presented to it during training. In light 
of these similarities it is perhaps not surprising that a hound on the expected error of FA_NI can 
be obtained which is analogous to one which holds for SVY! ([3], Theorem 10.5). 
Section 2 of this paper reviews a theorem which is used in obtaining the error bounds for both 
SVM and FATvi. The relevant feature::; of the FAM algorithm are reviewed in Section 3. The error 
bound for FAM is obtained in Section 4. 
2 Expected Error Rate and Leave-One-Out Error 
Following the notation of [3], let z = (w, :c), where w takes on discrete values corresponding to the 
possible classes, and x is then-dimensional input vector on the basis of which the trained classifier 
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bases its decision. Consider a classifier C which has been trained on l training vectors, z1 , ... z1, 
selected at random with probability density p( z). Let R( z1 , ••• , z,) denote the expected error rate 
when this classifier is employed to classify vectors selected at random with the same probability dis-
tribution. An estimate of R(--::1 , • .. , z1) may be obtained by the leavc.-one-ont method. \Ve consider 
a Set Of l classifiers, Ci, i = 1, ... , [, whore Ci is trained on the vectors Z1 1 ••• , Zi~I 1 Zi+ 1, ... 1 Zf 1 
i.e., all of the l vectors with the eJ;ception of Zi. After ci has been trained, \VC usc it to classify 
the left-out vector z;, and ddinc Q;(z;) = l if C; has correctly classified z; ('i.e., determined that 
the class is w;), and Q;(z;) = 0 if not. Denote by £(z1 , •.. , zl) the total number of errors made by 
the l classifiers. That is, 
l 
£(z1 , ... , zz) = L Q;(z;). (l) 
i=l 
Then it can be shown ([5]; [3], Theorem 10.8) that 
R( ) <i:(z,, ... ,zz+r)> < Z1, ... , Zl >= / . · 
+1 
(2) 
where the brackets denote expectation value over all arguments: 
(3) 
3 Fuzzy ARTMAP Classification 
VVe consider the version of FAM employing the so-called ''eomplement-coding'' technique [6], which 
requires that the training a.nd test input vectors ;r_;i be normaJi~ecl so that each component of 
each input vector has a value between 0 and 1. During the course of training the network is 
presented with a sequence of training input vectors x1_, each labeled with the class wi to which it 
belongs. In response to these inputs v<~ctors, it gencratc~s (hyper)rec:tangula.r ~'internal-category 
boxes" in the n-dimensional space of training and test inp1.1t vectors. 'l'he information needed to 
specify completely tlw dinwnsions of each box are thn two n, .. dimcmsional weight VQdors specifying, 
respectively, the vertices closest, to and fa.rthest from the origin. 
As training procec!ds) newly-encountered vectors are matched to the clm;cst category box, 
"closeness" being dcfiuecl by an £ 1-likn norm. The elass label of the category box to which the 
current input vector has been matched (namely, the class lalwl attached to the training input 
vectors which have previouBl;y been matched to this box) is cornparcd to the dass label of the 
current input vector. If they match, and the new input vector fa.lls inside the box defined by the 
weights, the weights remain unchanged. If the new input vector falls outside the box, the weights 
are adjusted by the minimum amount necessary to encompass the input vector (so that each box 
is at all times just large enough to contain all of the input vectors which have been matched to 
it). 
If the labels do not match, the node associated \vith the category box-~·ie, the neural unit 
which computes the degree of closeness of input vectors to the box defined by the weights··-_..·is 
reset; the box in question is no longer considered as a possible category for the current input 
vector. The next-best-matching box is examined, and if that does not match, the next. If match 
with previously-learned categories is not achieved, then a new category is selected. This process 
is called mismatch reset. 
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Nodes may be reset. even if their labels match the labels of training input vectors coded to them. 
A vigilance parameter governs the maximum size to which an internal-category box can grow. For 
greatest code compression (i.e., smallest number of internal categories generated during training), 
the vigilance parameter is typically sot at a baseline value of zero, which sets no restriction on 
maximal box size. This choice of baseline vigilance generally leads to formation of the srnallcst 
number of categories during training. However, when a node is reset by a predictive error) the 
vigilance is raised by the minimum amount needed to disallow the box that would have been 
created if the new category had been coded to that box. The rationale is that, in the region of 
input vector space in question, the partition into boxes has not been clone finely enough; otherwise 
the predictive error would not. have occurred. \Vhen the vigilance parameter is nonzero, a node 
is reset if the input vector which is matched to it would cause the category box to grow beyond 
the size allowed by the vigilante parameter. This type of reset is called vigilance reset. (Before 
presentation of the next input vector, the vigilance parameter returns to its baseline value.) 
The net effect of these processes is to cover the input vector space with internal-category hoxcs 
in an adaptive manncr 1 ·with the sizes of the boxes cova.rying with the sizes of the partition of the 
underlying input vector space into categories. The classifier which is thus created concentrates its 
memory resources to ma.ke fine distinctions between test input vectors in regions of input vector 
space where fine distinctions are needed, and conserves memory in regions of iuput. vector space 
which do not require such close attention. 
4 Bound on the FAM Error Rate 
We suppose that the l training vectors have been presented to the network for sufficiently many 
epochs that the network has learned perfectly the correct classes to which these l vectors belong. 
In the case of binary inputs this will occur in at most n ··~ 1 presentations of the c:omplete training 
set (epoch;.;) (7]. Vole are not aware of any corresponding proof for the gcnera.l case of analog inputs. 
However, it is common experience that FAI\II docs in fact learn perfectly to classify its trainiug 
set, typically in a. small number of training epochs. Suppose now that. the network had not. lH:(:n 
been trained 011 all l veetorS 1 but instead on just l - 1 of them, ,-:; 1 , ... , Zi--t, .:;i+l, ... 1 ::, 1 with the 
vector Zi left out. If the n~sulting net,vork 1 F'AlVli) attempts to classify tho lcft-ont vQctor zi) what 
can be said about the correctness of the classification) -i.e., CJi(zi)? 
During the training of the original network, the only occasions on which weight vectors are 
modified are: 
a) when a training input vector is matched with a node such that the training input vector falls 
outside of the hyper box defined by the weight vecton; assodnted with that node; 
b) when the training input vector is matched to a new internal category node, resulting in the 
creation of a new ~'point box.') 
The degree to which an input vector x falls inside the hyper box associated with a node with which 
the input vector has been matched (before any modification of the weight values has taken place) 
is termed the familiarity mea.mre 'fi(x) [8, 9, 10, 11] because it is of use in outlier rejection [12], 
i.e., in determining when a test vector belongs to an unfarniliar category not encountered. during 
training. </J(x) has the value of unity if :c lies inside the hypcrbox, otherwise </J(:z:) < 1. If x is 
matched to a new category node, the value of ¢(x) will be 1/2 if the usual initialization of the 
weights to unity [6] is employed. 
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So, during the training of the original network, we note the value of <fi(x;) obtained each time 
that z; presented to the network. If, during one or more training epochs, it happens that <fi(x;) < 1, 
we refer to the the vector z, as an essential training vector. We term the other vectors inessential 
training vectors. It follows that the nature of the classifier resulting from training is unaffected by 
the presence or· absence of inessential tmining vectoTs. 
Therefore, if an inessential vector Zi is the one left out when training FAMi,1 the trained 
network FAMi will be identical to the original network trained on all the veetors z1 , .•• , Zf. Since 
the original network correctly classifies all its training vectors, FAMi will correctly classify Zii i.e., 
Qi(z,) = 1 if z, is inessential. ( 4) 
On the other hand, if z; is essential, FAl'vl; will in general be different from the original network, 
and will not necessarily classify Zi correctly: 
if Zi is essential. (5) 
From (1), (4) and (5) it follows that the sum of the leave-one-out errors L.:(z1 , ... , z,) is bounded 
by 
L.:(z1 , ... ,z,) ~N(l), (6) 
where 
l 
N(l) = L Q;(z,) (7) 
i:::.:l 
is the number of essential training vectors. 
Using (2) and (6) we therefore conclude: 
Let< R(z1 , •.• , zl) > be the expected error rate for fuzzy ARTMAP networks tmined on l training 
vectors drawn at random with pmbabilily p(z). Then 
< N(l + 1) > 
-----
l + 1 
(8) 
where< N(l+l) > is the expec!:ed nwnber of essential tmining vectors in fuzzy ARTMAP networks 
trained with l + 1 vector8 dmwrt at random with probability p(z). (Expectation values are taken 
over· all training and te~;;t vectm·s). 
Note that (8) is not a rigorous theorem, e.'Ccept in the case that we are working in a space 
of only binary-valued input vectors \'7). This is because the expectation values in (8) take into 
account classifiers trained on all possible combinations of training veetors, and we do not know 
with absolute certainty that FAil>! will Jearn perfectly any set. of training vectors. (The result (8) 
depends on (4) and (5), which only necessarily hold if FAivl has learned its training set perfectly.) 
However, as mentioned above, experieneo indicates that this is very likely the case. Should it 
turn out that there exist. claoses of vectors for which this is not the case, (8) would still hold for 
probability distributions p(z) with no support in those classes. 
In the SVM case, the right-hand side of the bound corresponding to (8) involves the number 
of essential suppoTt vectm'S 1 which is itself bounded by the dimensionality n of the input vectors 
1 And if the order of presentation of the remaining vectors is unchanged, since the nature of the trained FAM is 
affected by this order. 
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x. The SVM expected error rate is thus bounded by nj(l + 1), a stronger bound for l >> n than 
the right-hand side of (8) (which could be as large as unity). Still, for l >> 1, 
< N(l + 1) > < N(l) > 1+1 ___ , l . (9) 
And, as the number l of training vectors increases we would expect the number N (l) of essential 
support vectors for any given FAM network to be more and more likely to be close to the expected 
number < N(l) >; similarly for the generalization error R.(z1 , ... , z,). We thus anticipate that 
N(l)jl may serve to give a rough indication of the largest test-set error to be expected from a given 
trained FAM network. The value of N(l) can easily be obtained by recording, during the training 
process, the values of the familiarity measure cf;(xi) corresponding to training vectors Zi, with no 
need for additional procedures such as bootstrapping: explicit leave-k-out error estimation (13], 
or a validation set [14], all of which can involve excessive computational expense. (A procedure 
also involving recording the values of <f;(z) encountered during training has proved effective in 
determining the optimal value of the familiarity threshold to use during testing [10, 11].) 
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